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WELCOME 
Welcome to the FALL 2020 Mississippi State University Undergraduate Research Symposium.  The Shackouls 
Honors College is pleased to sponsor this event twice annually. This symposium is a great way for 
undergraduate students to showcase their hard work in research activities and for the MSU family to celebrate 
their engagement, dedication, and scholarship. Thank you for attending and for taking time to view students’ 
projects in our first ever virtual symposium! (Note that this event was held in the fall for the first time to 
replace the summer 2020 one that was cancelled due to COVID setbacks and delays). 

First, we would like to acknowledge that the posters and presentations would not be possible without the time, 
effort, and assistance of our dedicated faculty mentors. The student work presented here represents many hours 
of planning, analysis, discussion, and writing performed in conjunction with them.    

Second, this event is an endeavor that relies on the support and sponsorship by other units, including the Office 
of Research and Economic Development, the Office of the Provost, and the College of Arts and Sciences. In 
addition, many have volunteered their time and expertise to serve as judges, so thank you to all of them. 

Finally, we view the encouragement and support of undergraduate research and creative endeavors for all 
students to be part of our core mission as an institution of higher learning. These activities complement 
students’ academic studies and preparation by allowing them to dive deeply into important ideas and topics, 
paving the way for future intellectual work and exploration. Participating in undergraduate research is an 
exciting way for students to learn new skills, work closely with faculty mentors, meet others with similar 
interests, and engage in the intellectual culture of MSU in new ways.    

This booklet includes the abstracts of student projects.  The symposium with posters and presentations can be 
found at:  https://symposium.foragerone.com/msufurs 

Projects are categorized by 4 areas: Arts and Humanities, Biological Sciences and Engineering, Physical 
Sciences and Engineering, and Social Sciences. Many projects represent interdisciplinary work so do venture 
into a new area!  Submitted projects may include video as well as a poster.  

We are delighted that you have joined us today to peruse the accomplishments of our young researchers and 
hope you learn much from the diversity of fascinating research activities underway at MSU. Enjoy!  

 

 
 

 
Anastasia D. Elder, Ph.D. 
Interim Associate Dean for Undergraduate Research 
Shackouls Honors College 
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Student Presenters 
Student Presenter Research Category  Project 

Number 
Abstract Page # 

Abbie Barnes  Social Science 48 4 
Bidhan Bashyal Physical Science and Engineering  19 4 
Logan Betts Biological Sciences and Engineering  03 5 
Morgan Bishop Social Science 40 5 
Kevin Braman Biological Sciences and Engineering  09 6 
Christian Bush Physical Science and Engineering  54 7 
Victor Carey Biological Sciences and Engineering  10 7 
Emily Chappell Physical Science and Engineering  36 8 
Kailey Clinton Social Science 08 8 
Amber Cook Biological Sciences and Engineering 04 9 
Greg Cooper Physical Science and Engineering 51 10 
Desiree’ Cunningham Physical Science and Engineering  24 10 
Samantha Curran Biological Sciences and Engineering  21 11 
Alison Duckworth Physical Science and Engineering 46 12 
Reese Dunne Biological Sciences and Engineering  14 12 
John Edwards Physical Science and Engineering 26 13 
Liam Elkington Biological Sciences and Engineering  28 13 
Melvin Ellis Social Science 43 14 
Taylor Fikes Arts and Humanities  42 14 
Nathan Frey Physical Science and Engineering  15 15 
Anna Gamblin Biological Sciences and Engineering  16 15 
Madison Gnoose Biological Sciences and Engineering  17 16 
Christine Grant Biological Sciences and Engineering  27 17 
Kennie Hicks III Social Science 30 18 
Risa Hirata Social Science 35 18 
Hailey Hodum Social Science 31 19 
Alexandria Johnson Arts and Humanities  11 20 
McKenzie Johnson Arts and Humanities  02 20 
Brady Kruse  Physical Science and Engineering  44 21 
Kristen Malebranche Physical Science and Engineering  34 21 
Sarah McClain Physical Science and Engineering  45 22 
Baylee McIntyre Physical Science and Engineering  12 23 
Cassidy McNeely Biological Sciences and Engineering 22 23 
Eric Million Physical Science and Engineering 38 24 
Naja Morris Arts and Humanities  01 24 
Rachel Nation Biological Sciences and Engineering  33 25 
Hailey Nickels Arts and Humanities 52 26 
Laura Olive Physical Science and Engineering 05 26 
Allyson Parker Arts and Humanities 50 27 
Amy Pham Physical Science and Engineering 20 27 
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Henry Reynolds Biological Sciences and Engineering 37 28 
Anne-Marie Ross Biological Sciences and Engineering 41 29 
Hannah Scheaffer Biological Sciences and Engineering 47 29 
Katelyn Sette Biological Sciences and Engineering 49 30 
Amit Sharma Paudyal Physical Science and Engineering  13 31 
Patrick Sheridan Physical Science and Engineering 18 31 
Caroline Sleeper Physical Science and Engineering 06 32 
Savanna Smith Physical Science and Engineering  25 32 
Nicholas Stewart  Social Science 53 33 
Sarahi Villa Arreguin Social Science 23 34 
Uyen Wesser Biological Sciences and Engineering 07 34 
Sydney Wicks Social Science 39 35 
Peyton York Physical Science and Engineering 29 36 
Meilun Zhou Physical Science and Engineering 32 36 
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Abstracts 
 
48 
Name: Abbie Barnes 
Major: Psychology 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Cliff McKinney, Psychology 
Project Category: Social Science 
Co-Author(s): Morgan Bishop, Cliff McKinney 
 
The Impact of Parental Emotional Support on Emerging Adults' Internalizing and Externalizing 
Problems  
This study aimed to determine if parental emotional support affected emerging adults’ internalizing 
and externalizing problems. The study was presented as an online questionnaire and was distributed to 
undergraduate college students. According to Bar-Tur et al. (2018) “Significant positive associations 
were found between the degree of emotional closeness with mothers and fathers and the child’s life 
satisfaction in both Israel and Germany. These findings suggest that emotional closeness continues to 
play an essential and universal role in the relationships between adult children and their parents.” It 
was hypothesized that low maternal emotional support would be associated with higher internalizing 
and externalizing problems, and that this relationship would be stronger in females than males. 
Measures included the Network Relationships Inventory (Furman & Buhrmester, 1985 ) to determine 
the levels of emotional support that were provided as well as an Adult Self report (Achenbach & 
Rescorla, 2003) to measure internalizing and externalizing problems. Results (all p < .05) of path 
analysis indicated that maternal emotional support was associated negatively with male internalizing 
(b = -.13) and externalizing problems (b = -.14), whereas paternal emotional support was not 
associated with male internalizing or externalizing problems. For females, maternal emotional support 
was associated negatively with externalizing, but not internalizing, problems (b = -.12); paternal 
emotional support was associated negatively with female internalizing (b = -.32) and externalizing 
problems (b = -.20). Overall, father-daughter dyads demonstrated the strongest relationships. 
Implications will be discussed. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/FcK_qs_RR-k  
 
19 
Name: Bidhan Bashyal 
Major: Computer Science 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dr. Ali Cafer Gurbuz, Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
REU/ Research Program: Undergraduate Research 
 
Detection of Trigger Words in Micro Doppler Images in American Sign Language(ASL) 
There has been various works related to classification of sign language. Our research involves the 
classification of sign language using Radar Micro Doppler Images. Doppler signatures are produced by 
the frequency shift of a radar echo signal, micro-Doppler signal can be regarded as a unique signature 
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of a motion aroused by the body thus can be used in human motion classification and ultimately used 
in American Sign Language Classification. 
 
03 
Name: Logan Betts 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Matthew W. Priddy, Mechanical Engineering 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering  
 
A Finite Element Approach to Modeling Bone-Screw Pullout 
Screw pullout strength is a common metric used to compare the mechanical response of bone screws. 
Pullout strength can provide insight into the displacement to failure and understanding the 
macroscopic response. However, it cannot provide insight into the local response, particularly at the 
bone-screw interface. Finite element (FE) analysis can be used to analyze the local stress state at the 
bone-screw interface and simulate loading in any direction. In finite element modeling, the coefficient 
of friction is extremely important in capturing the correct response at the bone-screw interface, and 
there is an open question in the literature regarding the accuracy of different coefficient of friction 
values. This project investigates the effects of contact interaction properties on the mechanical 
response local to the bone-screw thread interface. This is accomplished by comparing a perfectly 
bonded model (one that neglects friction) to various friction models using Abaqus’s general contact 
algorithm. A contact sensitivity study was performed to investigate how the coefficient of friction 
altered the response. The results showed contact interaction had effect on the local response at the 
thread interface, particularly comparing the traditional approach of using tie-constraints to a model 
considering contact. Ultimately, experimental testing is needed to determine the most appropriate 
coefficient of friction at the bone-screw interface. 
 
40 
Name: Morgan Bishop 
Major: Psychology 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Clifford McKinney, Psychology 
Project Category: Social Science 
Co-Author(s): Abigail Barnes 
 
Parental Aggression: Predictor of Anxiety and Depression in Emerging Adults 
Parental aggression is linked to a variety of repercussions in children, including drug use (Beharie et al., 
2018) and other psychological disorders (Hayward, Kwok, Newby, & Vartanian, 2020). Research 
demonstrates that unhealthy relationships with parents can continue into emerging adulthood, and 
gender influences these processes (McKinney, Stearns, & Rogers, 2020). Thus, the current study 
examined gender differences in parental physical and psychological aggression within the past year 
and their associations with anxiety and depression in college-attending emerging adults. The sample 
consisted of 2,374 emerging adults (67.9% female; 74.1% White, 20.5% Black; aged 18 to 25, M = 
18.85; SD = 1.21). Via an online survey, participants completed questionnaires in random order, 
including the Conflict Tactics Scale: Parent-Child Version (used to assess maternal and paternal physical 
and psychological maltreatment over the past year; Strauss et al., 1998) and the Adult Self-Report 
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(used to measure depression and anxiety problems; Rescorla & Achenbach, 2004). Results of path 
analysis (i.e., correlational design, all p < .05) indicated that neither maternal nor paternal physical 
assault were associated with emerging adult anxiety; maternal physical assault was associated with 
higher depression only in males ( b = .10), whereas paternal physical assault was associated with higher 
depression in males ( b =.18) and females ( b = .20). Maternal psychological aggression was associated 
with higher anxiety and depression across gender ( b = .20 and .15 for male and female depression, 
respectively; b = .18 and .19 for male and female anxiety, respectively). For females, paternal 
psychological aggression was associated with higher depression ( b = .11) and anxiety ( b = .09). 
Generally, maternal psychological aggression demonstrated the most consistent associations with 
emerging adult depression and anxiety across gender. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qvRypN2W5Y&t=12s  
 
09 
Name: Kevin Braman 
Major: Animal and Dairy Sciences 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Amanda Stone, Animal and Dairy Sciences 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Marina D. Denny, Amanda E. Stone 
REU/ Research Program: Mississippi State University Extension Apprenticeship Program 
 
Assessing availability, use, and interest in utilizing digital extension resources amongst dairy and 
horse farmers 
With the outbreak of the COVID-19 health crisis, Mississippi State University Extension Services pushed 
to move operations almost entirely to digital means to limit all travel and interpersonal interactions. 
However, Mississippi infrastructure is limited in its availability of high-speed broadband internet. 
Therefore, there was concern how those who utilize Extension services and live in underserved areas, 
such as rural livestock producers, would still get the help and attention they need from Extension 
personnel. This study aimed at assessing the availability, use, and interest of digital Extension 
resources to Mississippi dairy and horse farmers. A 30-question survey was sent to dairy farmers via 
mail and horse farmers via email with questions about their farm and home internet connections, their 
personal internet usage, what Extension programs they would be interested in through different 
platforms, and how they would be most comfortable communicating with Extension personnel during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The survey was available from June 10th , 2020 to July 10th, 2020. Twenty-
one Mississippi dairy and horse farmers submitted their responses. Although sample size was small, 
data showed that most dairy and horse farmers had access to internet, but the quality and capability of 
these internet connections varied, causing lack of use, support, and interest. Farmers also spent little 
to no time using digital resources for personal use. Additionally, it was gathered that dairy and horse 
farmers are most interested in pasture management, nutrition and species-specific production 
strategies for future Extension program topics and would be equally as interested in attending those 
programs via an online platform or in-person. Farmers were asked what their preferred method of 
communication with Extension personnel was and responses claimed they would be most interested in 
getting information via the phone or web.   
Presentation: https://youtu.be/CmKCdT5EsLw  
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54 
Name: Christian Bush 
Major: Computer Science and Engineering 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Scott Rush, Wildlife, Fisheries, and Aquaculture 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Cindy Bethel, Ph.D. and Cale Aldridge 
REU/ Research Program: ORED Undergraduate Student Research Support 
 
A web-based interface designed to promote biological conservation and education within Mississippi 
We developed a web application based herpetological atlas for Mississippi—implementation 
anticipated late 2019. Specifically, we developed an integrated backend spatial database attractive to 
non-expert users that includes access to maps of geographic ranges for amphibian and reptile species 
by county. We are currently developing life history information on the diverse species showcased 
within this atlas. A graphical user interface (GUI) is being designed to operate in web-based and 
mobile-based applications. This friendly GUI is intended for use by teachers and researchers, as well as 
the general public for information and research purposes. Development of these tools provides co-
learning opportunities between K-12 STEM classes and university students working in human-
computer interaction and wildlife conservation. This co-learning environment can provide a means to 
enhance features within the computer-based platform, from its applicability to the user experience. 
Additionally, this computer-based infrastructure will function as an information hub to support 
conservation decision making, providing decision makers with up-to-date species status information. 
 
10 
Name: Victor Carey 
Major: Agricultural Engineering technology 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dr. Wes Lowe, Agricultural and Biological Engineering 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): G. Daniel Chesser, Jr., Filip To, and David J. Wise 
REU/ Research Program: REU 
 
Assessment of the Physical Properties and Flow Characteristics of Catfish Fingerling diets for use in 
the Oral ESV Vaccine Delivery System 
It was found when using the Oral ESV Vaccine Delivery System that while using different feed types, 
the vaccine was either under or over applied during the feeding application. At the fingerling stage of 
catfish, the fish do not eat many pellets making it critical for each pellet to be treated with vaccine. 
This study assesses the physical properties and flowability of Shortcut, Minipellet, and Cargill catfish 
feed. The physical properties that were tested in this study were bulk density, particle size distribution, 
and moisture content. The mean average bulk density for each feed type are as follows: Cargill 0.5103 
g/ml³, Minipellet 0.5135 g/ml³, Shortcut 0.4377 g/ml³. Pellet size distribution was found to be 
statistically different between the three feed types tested. The percentage of pellet size distribution 
are as follow: 97.07% of Cargill feed falls in a range of 1.18 mm to 1.40 mm, 93.30% of Minipellet feed 
falls in a range of 2.36 mm to 2.00 mm, 98.02% of Shortcut feed falls in a range of 2.36 mm to 3.35 
mm. It was also found in this study that there was a moisture stratification based on sampling days in 
the feed container which effected both moisture content and bulk density. 
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36 
Name: Emily Chappell 
Major: Chemistry 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dr. Nicholas Fitzkee, Chemistry 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Radha Somarathne, Y. Randika Perera, and Nicholas C. Fitzkee 
REU/ Research Program: REU 
 
Interactions of R2ab and Amidase with Polystyrene Nanoparticles 
Biofilms are microorganism complexes with the ability to grow into a sticky residue on a variety of 
surfaces. Biofilm formation happens in three steps: attachment, growth and detachment. Biofilms 
cause health problems by attaching onto the surfaces of medical implants such as pacemakers and 
artificial joints. Staphylococcus epidermidis is a persistent, biofilm forming bacteria. We have chosen to 
study the biophysical stages of S. epi biofilm formation because of the relevance and severity of this 
common biological threat. R2ab and amidase are proteins in the autolysin domain, the major murein 
hydrolase in S. epi. These proteins were chosen for experimentation because they are directly involved 
in the cell wall separation of S. epi , a bacteria with significant biofilm forming activity. Proteins such as 
amidase and R2ab are of interest because they play a major role in the biofilm formation of S. epi . 
Along with R2ab and amidase, we hope to understand the implications of carboxyl polystyrene 
nanoparticles (PSNPs) in antibiofilm and antimicrobial studies. PSNPs are a common nanomaterial 
making up well plates used in biological research. R2ab and amidase interact with the surface of PSNPs, 
potentially allowing for a controllable vector for the protein to disrupt or enhance biofilm activity. 
Using circular dichroism spectroscopy we found that PSNPs may influence the secondary structure of 
R2ab and amidase. Hydrodynamic diameter trends from dynamic light scattering data suggest 
interaction between protein and PSNP surface. R2ab and amidase were found to show significant 
antibiofilm activity. We also discovered that microbial growth is enhanced in the presence of higher 
concentrations of R2ab and amidase. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/1EpwUaezYdA  
 
08 
Name: Kailey Clinton 
Major: Biomedical Engineering 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dr. David Buys, Dr. Mary Nelson Robertson; Food Science, Nutrition, 
Health Promotion 
Project Category: Social Science 
REU/ Research Program: PROMISE Initiative 
 
Applying the Theory of Planned Behavior to Predict Parent’s Intention to Monitor Family Opioid Use 
In Mississippi, enough opioid prescriptions were dispensed for 9 out of 10 men, women, and children 
to have one opioid prescription in 2018.The CDC recommends monitoring family prescription opioid 
misuse as an opioid misuse prevention strategy. Monitoring prescription opioid use is defined as 
locking up prescription medications, keeping prescription medications out of reach, and counting the 
number of pills. The Theory of Planned Behavior is used to the predict an individual’s behavioral 
intention based on three constructs: attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. 
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This purpose of this study was to assess predictors of parents’ intentions to monitor family 
prescription opioid use. 218 of 335 Mississippians who participated in the 164-item web-based 
survey were included in this study because they reported having children. Linear regression results 
suggest that attitudes and perceived behavioral control are both statistically significant predictors of 
perceived behavioral intention (R 2 = 0.55, F(3,214) = 87.48). The linear regression results suggest 
that 55% of the total variance of perceived behavioral intention to monitor family prescription opioid 
us can be explained by attitude and perceived behavioral control. Evidence suggests attitude and 
perceived behavioral control influence intention to monitor family prescription use. Community 
health and public health officials can use these findings to inform program and activity development 
around monitoring family prescription opioid use. The findings can also be used to inform health 
communication efforts to promote monitoring family prescription opioid use.  
 
04 
Name: Amber Cook 
Major: Biomedical Engineering 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Stamatis Agiovlasitis, Kinesiology 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Natalie L. King, Poram Choi, Supreete Ghosh, Fabio Bertapelli, & Stamatis Agiovlasitis 
REU/ Research Program: NIH 
 
Accelerometer Cut Points for Adults with Down Syndrome 
Past research has indicated that the relationship between energy expenditure and accelerometer 
output is different between adults with and without Down syndrome (DS). This suggests a need for DS-
specific cut points for determining levels of sedentary behavior and physical activity from 
accelerometer output for adults with DS. PURPOSE: To develop accelerometer output cut points for 
sedentary behavior and moderate and vigorous intensity physical activity for adults with DS . 
METHODS: Sixteen adults with DS (10 men & 6 women ; age 31 ± 15 years ) performed 12 tasks each 
lasting 6 min: sitting; playing app on tablet; drawing; folding clothes; sweeping; fitness circuit; moving a 
box; basketball; standing; and walking at the preferred speed and at 0.8 and 1.4 m . s -1 . We measured 
the rate of oxygen uptake with portable indirect calorimetry (K4b 2 , Cosmed) and expressed it in 
Metabolic Equivalents (METs). Output from a triaxial accelerometer (wGT3X-BT, Actigraph) worn on 
the non-dominant hip was determined as Vector Magnitude. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 
curves were used to identify Vector Magnitude cut points for sedentary behavior and moderate (3.0 – 
5.99 METs) and vigorous (≥6 METs) intensity physical activity. Overall performance of classification 
models was assessed with the area under the ROC curve. Optimal cut points maximizing sensitivity and 
specificity were selected based on Youden’s index. RESULTS: Area under the ROC curve was high for all 
models: (a) sedentary behavior (0.96; 95% CI: 0.93 – 0.98); (b) moderate intensity physical activity 
(0.92; 95% CI: 0.88 – 0.96); and (c) vigorous intensity physical activity (0.92; 95% CI: 0.85 – 0.99). The 
optimal Vector Magnitude cut points were: (a) sedentary behavior ≤236 counts·min -1 (sensitivity 0.98; 
specificity 0.90; Youden’s index 0.88); (b) moderate-intensity physical activity ≤2167 counts·min -1 
(sensitivity 0.99; specificity 0.82; Youden’s index 0.81); and (c) vigorous-intensity physical activity 
≥4200 counts·min -1 (sensitivity 1.00; specificity 0.84; Youden’s index 0.84). CONCLUSION: This study 
offers the first DS-specific accelerometer output cut-points for classifying sedentary behavior and 
intensity of physical activity in adults with DS. Overall classification accuracy was excellent. 
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51 
Name: Greg Cooper 
Major: Chemistry 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dr. Colleen Scott, Chemistry 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Dr. Daijun Feng 
REU/ Research Program: NSF research experience for Undergraduates 
 
Upcycling of Polystyrene: From Waste to Valuable Commodity Products 
One of the largest commercial products in the world is Styrofoam. Styrofoam is made from the 
polymer known as polystyrene and is converted into many products such as Styrofoam cups, and 
Styrofoam containers. These products have many benefits to them such as lightweight, excellent 
thermal insulation, and resistance to water damage. With these benefits, there are also drawbacks to 
this polymer. Because of its resistance to water and environmental degradation, it has become a major 
form of environmental pollution, especially affecting aquatic and land animals. It takes approximately 
500 years for polystyrene to decompose in a landfill. Consequently, recycling this polymer has been the 
current way to control its removal from the environment; unfortunately, only a small percent of the 
polymer is recycled, and recycling consumes a large amount of energy. Additionally, extending the 
lifespan and value of this economically inexpensive polymer is a desirable approach to control its 
presence in the environment. The goal of this project is to use the process of upcycling to convert this 
polymer’s waste into a more valuable commodity product. 
 
24 
Name: Desiree' Cunningham 
Major: Professional Geology 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Kelsey Crane, Geosciences 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
REU/ Research Program: ORED Undergraduate Research Fund 
 
Effects of Fractures in Fold-Related Fault Zones 
Faults are geologic structures typically represented in sketches and diagrams as tilted surfaces. Thrust 
faults are surfaces where rock blocks above the surface slide up relative to the rock below. This 
movement is caused by strong horizontal compressional stresses, and layers of rock near the fault may 
respond to these stresses by bending instead or alongside breaking. A fold is a set of bent beds. 
Although thrust fault surfaces are typically represented as simple planes, we observe the thrust faults 
in our field area to be intimately tied to folding, with rock deforming through folding within a zone of 
deformation called a fault zone. Conceptual models of fault zones are characterized by decreasing and 
uniform grain size and preferred grain orientation nearing the fault surface. However, we propose that 
faults in the presence of folds affect the surrounding lithology by altering the fault zone which can be 
seen on the outcrop scale and visualized through three-dimensional modeling. By bending, folds are 
able to accommodate stresses imposed on rock units, resulting in less movement along the fault 
surface and smaller fault zones. We study a fault zone characterized by folding through field analysis 
and modeling. In the field, we observed many thrust faults and their respective fault zones, described, 
sketched, and photographed these zones, measured orientation, and described the rock composition. 
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Detailed pictures were imported into Agisoft modeling software and used to produce 3D outcrop 
models which were then transferred to Move, a structural geology modeling software. Move will be 
used to map the fractures, folds, and faults. Work presented here will describe the fault zone of fold-
related faults using a fracture density map and produce a map of the fold fault zone. Results may have 
potential benefits in the petroleum industry because folds and faults act as natural oil and gas traps. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtTsfNWOHqk  
 
21 
Name: Samantha Curran 
Major: Biochemistry 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Wen-Hsing Cheng, Food Science, Nutrition, and Health Promotion 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Caleb Legrand, Ying-Chen Huang, Wen-Hsing Cheng 
REU/ Research Program: CALS URSP 
 
Dietary Selenium Deficiency and Reshaped Gut Microbiota Alter Insulin Signaling in Mice 
Introduction and objectives: The seleno-proteome found in mice consists of 24 selenoproteins, 
functioning as antioxidants and/or in regulation of redox-facilitated signaling pathways.  The 
biosynthesis and therefore proper functioning of these proteins requires the essential trace element 
selenium (Se). Optimal Se levels have been previously identified in our lab, determining the threshold 
of dietary Se required to suppress type- 2 diabetes like symptoms, such as insulin resistance.  Type-2 
diabetes is characterized by defected insulin signaling and cellular glucose uptake, promoting 
hyperglycemia. Preliminary results of our undergoing studies indicated a potential relationship 
between body Se status, gut microbiota and their metabolic influence over type-2 diabetes.  Currently 
we are interested in determining how dietary Se deficiency stimulates the increase of Akkermensia 
muncinphilia (AM), a crucial gut microbiome, and its subsequent role in preventing type-2 diabetes.  To 
address this hypothesis, a 10-week, 2-factorial mouse study (Se x AM) was completed and tissue 
samples collected. To provide further insight into the function of AM in a pathogen-free setting, 
anantibiotic treatment preceded the AM treatment. The collected samples were homogenized, 
followed by determination of total protein concentration by a bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA). 
Quantification of these samples compared against the bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard, so each 
sample contained the same relative amounts of protein for proper loading into each lane of 10% 
sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel for electrophoresis. Method: The liver and muscle samples 
collected from the 4 groups of mice (n=6) were used to analyze peripheral insulin signaling by Western 
blot analysis of AKT phosphorylation on Serine-473 and Threonine-308. Western analysis was also used 
in testing our two hypotheses: (1) the concentration of selenoproteins has a positive correlation with 
the intake of dietary selenium; (2) body Se status and gut microbiota interact to influence glucose 
metabolism. Results and conclusion: We found that muscle AKT phosphorylation was reduced by 
dietary Se deficiency, but this defect could be attenuated in the presence of AM. Further, dietary Se 
deficiency, but not AM, reduced liver Se status as evidenced by GPX1, SELENOP, and SELENOW protein 
level. Further analysis through the pancreas samples will be performed. Our findings implicate the 
benefits of optimized intake of dietary selenium at nutritional level, rather than drug intervention, for 
the prevention of type-2 diabetes through gut microbiome.   
Presentation: https://youtu.be/P_3nayjdfaQ  
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46 
Name: Alison Duckworth 
Major: Chemistry 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dennis Smith, Jr., Chemistry 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Gustavo Munoz 
REU/ Research Program: MSU's Chemistry Research Program 
 
Synthesis and Characterization of Co(Polyetherketoneketone)s for Improvements in Processability 
and Solubility 
The polymerization of PEKK copolymers was performed using comonomers of terephthaloyl chloride, 
diphenyl ether, and dimethyl malonyl chloride in varying proportions. The synthesized copolymers 
were characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy, gel permeation chromatography (GPC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Results showed that varying the stoichiometric ratios of the 
comonomers can tune the thermal performance and solubility of the resultant copolymers. The 
possibility of synthesizing PEKK using dimethyl terephthalate and diphenyl ether was evaluated as an 
alternative method to obtain polyaryletherketones. 
 
14 
Name: Reese Dunne 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Muyinatu Lediju Bell, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Michelle Graham 
REU/ Research Program: Computational Sensing and Medical Robotics Research Experience for 
Undergraduates Program at Johns Hopkins University, National Science Foundation 
 
Comparison of Compressional and Elastic Transcranial Photoacoustic Simulations for Presurgical 
Planning 
Patient simulations can be a powerful tool to plan placement of photoacoustic imaging components for 
surgical guidance. We previously used compressional-wave-only simulations to identify optimal 
acoustic windows for transcranial photoacoustic imaging. This work, however, uses elastic wave 
simulations to investigate the influence of elastic waves on transcranial photoacoustic image quality. 
Compressional and elastic photoacoustic k-Wave simulations were performed based on a CT volume of 
a human cadaver head. Photoacoustic sources were placed in the locations of the internal carotid 
arteries and neurosurgical instruments. A phased array transducer received signals from three acoustic 
windows (the ocular region, nasal cavity, and temporal region). Target visibility, image-based target 
size estimates, and target-to-instrument distances were measured using contrast, resolution, and 
relative source distances, respectively, for each simulation method. Target contrast differences 
between images created with compressional and elastic waves were 1.15 dB, 0.55 dB, and 0.42 dB for 
the nasal, temporal, and ocular windows, respectively. Corresponding lateral resolution differences 
were 1.27 mm and 0.61 mm for the nasal cavity and ocular region (best with elastic simulations), with 
0.01 mm differences for the temporal window. Axial resolution differed by less than 0.1 mm, and 
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target-to-instrument distances were within 0.1 mm of the ground truth. Therefore, compressional-
wave-only simulations would likely be sufficient to predict target visibility and measure target-to-
instrument distances from transcranial photoacoustic images, while elastic wave simulations may be 
better to determine true sizes with sub-millimeter accuracy. These results are insightful to selecting 
optimal simulation methods to enhance pre-surgical planning capabilities. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/zT2wH4Gskz8  
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Engineered Coal: A New Green Product for the Coal Industry 
As there is less reliance on coal as a source of energy, there is a need to find innovations for the coal. In 
the current study, coal (lignite) was used to remediate phosphates from wastewater. The modified- 
and activated-lignite will be converted into a more efficient coal pellet. Produced lignite product is 
cheap, simple and green, hence this will be economically viable and eco-friendly. This product will also 
provide a numerous jobs of a great variety. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AvLPQHnE-0&t=7s  
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Fractal Dimension in the Detection of Breast and Colon Cancer 
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the world and can affect many regions of the body with 
serious, often lethal effect. Breast and Colon cancers are two of the most prevalent cancer types 
plaguing the world. Despite their lethality rates, these two cancers can be easily treated if caught and 
diagnosed at the early stages. This leads to the necessity for an early, accurate diagnosis method. One 
method for diagnosing these cancers involves quantifying a tissue sample’s fractal dimension. Fractals 
are structures that exhibit self-similarity in their mass distribution. Fractals appear in many natural 
structures including tissues which are a spatially heterogenous medium. For cells/tissues, the presence 
of cancer alters the fractal dimension due to the increased cell replication rate. The heightened 
replication causes the density of cells in a tissue sample to increase which also increases the fractal 
dimension. This means that as the stage of cancer increases, so does the fractal dimension. The breast 
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and colon tissue samples were imaged using commercially available paraffin embedded tissue 
microarray (TMA) slides that arrange multiple thin samples on a single slide. the light transmission 
intensity patterns through these thin samples were analyzed to find the fractal dimension because 
they are proportional to the mass density pattern which affects the fractal dimension. The results of 
this quantitative method show a correlation between increasing stages of cancer and increasing fractal 
dimension. The ease and accuracy of this test gives it great potential for improving cancer diagnosis in 
the future. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/N_pBgPIitl0  
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Religiosity, Family Communication Patterns, and Depression: A Path Analysis 
Research has shown that religiosity has a positive impact on depressive symptoms. Research indicates 
that the way a family communicates may explain how religiosity impacts mental health outcomes. 
Specifically, family communication may facilitate some of the positive qualities associated with 
religiosity such as social support, shared values, and structure that may be beneficial to emerging 
adults. To further understand this connection, the current study conducted a path analysis between 
religiosity and depression through family communication patterns. Emerging adult college students (N 
= 1.085; M = 18.89 years old, SD = 1.42 years; 54.3% male) were recruited at a large Southern 
university. Results show that religiosity was indirectly associated with depression through conversation 
and conformity communication orientations for males, (b = -.044, p < .05) and females, (b = -.040, p < 
.05). This potentially points to the idea that religion can be a positive influence on depressive 
symptoms if healthy family dynamics/relations accompany it. Direct effects and implications will be 
discussed. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/JhtE7P1TP-w  
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_RAW 
For my research, I am exploring presence and the human’s natural desire to acknowledge and relate to 
other’s presence.  Through my photographic study of spaces, I draw attention to the presence of my 
family members in my childhood home.  Humans are constantly leaving traces of themselves on their 
surroundings, belongings, and environment; this study reveals how much more we can understand 
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about a person’s habits, beliefs, interests, etc. based upon their found spaces.  For this reason, I am 
capturing imagery of lived in spaces and personal belongings without including the individuals the 
spaces belong to.  This includes imagery that portrays a father, a wife, a son, a grandparent, and even a 
lost loved one.   Photography is the best medium for this research because the basis of the series 
revolves around visualization and appearances.  Because the series is based solely on my family it 
discusses several themes including faith, a traditional family, comfort, security, love.  The imagery will 
indicate varying personalities, ages, or stages of life all while addressing the main idea of domestic 
presence. 
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Computational analysis of benzene-fused and extremely twisted pyrene-fused N-heterocyclic 
germylenes and boranes 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have applications in a wide variety of electronics, including 
organic light emitting diodes and field-effect transistors. These arenes tend to deviate from planarity, 
especially when sterically hindered, thereby forming twisted and/or bowl-shaped structures. In this 
computational study utilizing DFT and TDDFT, the structural, electronic, and photophysical properties 
of various benzene- and pyrene-fused N-heterocyclic germylenes and N-heterocyclic boranes will be 
discussed. 
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Concentrations of Lead in Blood of, and Sex Ratios of Black Vultures (Coragypus atratus) Sampled at 
two Solid Waste Management Facilities in Mississippi 
Aircraft collisions with birds pose a serious issue with risk to life and material. In an effort to 
understand how Black Vultures ( Coragypus atratus ; hereafter vultures) pose risk to human air traffic 
we captured and sampled Black Vultures at the Pine Ridge Waste Management facility in Meridian, 
Mississippi and the Golden Triangle Regional Landfill in West Point, Mississippi beginning in February 
2020. Both locations are known to be frequented by vultures and are situated in proximity to flight 
lanes used by civilian and military aircraft. Blood samples were collected from trapped vultures to 
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determine lead (Pb) concentrations in their blood as well as the age and sex of birds sampled during 
each trapping event. We focused on Pb as it is largely predominately assimilated by vultures that feed 
on animal remains containing lead-based ammunition. We therefore analyzed Pb concentrations for 
understanding vulture trophic ecology beyond their point of capture. Among the 47 vultures sampled 
we found mean blood-lead concentrations of 7.62 μL/dL (std. dev. = 6.74). Lead concentrations were 
statistically higher in blood of birds sampled at the Meridian Landfill relative to Golden Triangle (t = -
2.8, df = 25.23, p < 0.01) but did not differ between the sexes of birds sampled. Lead concentration 
increased with the age of birds at both locations. Ratios of female to male vultures captured were 1.1:1 
(18:17 individuals) at GTR and 2:1 (8:4 individuals) at Meridian. Collectively, these results show that 
vultures are likely foraging in relative proximity to the sampled landfills and may not pose a significant, 
pervasive risk to flighted aircraft. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kJCfdSynOM  
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Conservation Prioritization Tool: Determining riparian buffer quality for guiding land conservation in 
the U.S. Gulf of Mexico Coastal Region 
Decision-making in land conservation depends on apt data and detailed information that explains the 
benefits of conserving a particular landscape; however, there are many data gaps in various ecological 
and socioeconomic factors across the Gulf Coast Region of the United States (GCR), which includes the 
coastal zones of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. Conservation planning software, 
like the Conservation Prioritization Tool (CPT), helps prioritize areas for land conservation by 
aggregating geospatial data layers reflecting conservation priorities of GCR stakeholders. As one of 21 
underlying data components of the CPT, we compiled and analyzed riparian buffer zone data, which 
quantifies land use/land cover (LULC) within 100-meter areas on either side of streams. Using stream 
catchment and National Hydrography Dataset flowline data, we quantified the proportion of 
anthropogenic lands to natural lands within the riparian buffer zones across the entire GCR as a proxy 
of riparian buffer quality. Anthropogenic lands (urban/developed, row-crop agriculture) are often 
detrimental to stream water quality due to excess nutrients and chemicals in runoff; however, natural 
lands such as forests, wetlands, and grasslands near streams are known to enhance water quality 
through filtration. We found natural lands comprise >78% of land cover within riparian buffer zones in 
the GCR. This supports the notion that water quality of these associated streams may be enhanced by 
the presence of nearby natural lands; but other factors must be considered in land conservation 
decisions. Riparian buffer data is one component of many that must be considered and weighed when 
conserving land. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/8kuDMJoZsxs  
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Fabrication of Thermoresponsive Chitosan Gel as a Delivery Vehicle for Fosfomycin in the Treatment 
of Osteomyelitis 
Osteomyelitis is a bone infection that can occur due to Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) . Current 
treatments for infection are debriding the area and systemic long-term antibiotics. However the 
debridement is invasive and a rise in resistant bacteria has increased concern over antibiotic use 1,2 . 
To improve the treatment of osteomyelitis, direct delivery of antibiotic to the infected area via a 
chitosan hydrogel is being investigated. Chitosan is a naturally occurring polysaccharide that is 
biodegradable and biocompatible 3 . Combined with its intrinsic antimicrobial properties, chitosan in 
the form of a hydrogel is a potential sustained-released treatment for osteomyelitis when loaded with 
an antibiotic. In the present study, we are developing the protocol for fabricating chitosan gels from 
water-soluble chitosan and quantifying the ability of the hydrogels, when loaded with fosfomycin, to 
create a zone of inhibition (ZOI) and kill planktonic (floating) S. aureus populations. Fosfomycin was 
chosen due to its greater efficacy (at one-tenth the dose compared to vancomycin 2 ) in treating 
biofilms. The chitosan hydrogel was fabricated by altering a protocol for acid-soluble chitosan to work 
with water-soluble chitosan, which was chosen for its resultant neutral pH gels. Neutral pH is used 
because it is close to physiological pH. Chitosan was slowly stirred into distilled water while on ice. 
Once most of the chitosan was dissolved, a β-glycerophosphate disodium salt solution was added 3 . 
The resulting solution was temperature dependent: remained liquid at cold temperatures and gelled 
overnight at 37˚C. Kirby-Bauer, an antibiotic sensitivity assay, results demonstrated that chitosan 
loaded with fosfomycin showed greater efficacy in killing the bacteria as a PBS solution with the same 
dose of fosfomycin. When chitosan + fosfomycin was used to treat planktonic bacteria over 24 hours, 
the chitosan and S. aureus bind to each other, resulting in an aggregation that does not resuspend 
homogeneously, creating inconsistent bacterial counting data. Techniques used to combat the problem 
were a physical barrier of electrospun PCL around the chitosan and an acid wash post-treatment. 
Currently, we are increasing salt concentration of the media to disrupt the electrostatic bonds between 
the chitosan and S. aureus . References 1. Urish, K. L. & Cassat, J. E. Staphylococcus aureus 
Osteomyelitis: Bone, Bugs, and Surgery. Infect. Immun. (2020) doi:10.1128/IAI.00932-19. 2. Cobb, L. H. 
et al. CRISPR-Cas9 modified bacteriophage for treatment of Staphylococcus aureus induced 
osteomyelitis and soft tissue infection. PLoS One 14 , 1–17 (2019). 3. Chenite, A. et al. Novel injectable 
neutral solutions of chitosan form biodegradable gels in situ. Biomaterials 21 , 2155–2161 (2000). 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/5rldHR8o3fU  
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Human Development Competencies for Mississippi Extension Agents 
Cooperative Extension Family and Consumer Sciences (FCS) agents often do not have a degree in an 
area directly related to their work and thus may struggle to meet the knowledge and skills required of 
the job. This research project solicited and analyzed Mississippi FCS specialists’ perceptions of 
competencies in the four FCS knowledge areas – Consumer Economics, Human Development, Health 
and Safety, & Nutrition and Food Safety – specifically in the context of Mississippi educators. Only data 
from the Human Development (HD) knowledge area is presented. Six (n=6) FCS specialists were 
identified to complete the HD survey, based on their background and current research or teaching 
efforts in the content. There are five concept areas under HD – Parenting, Adulthood, Family Stress and 
Crisis, Relationship Building, and Child Development. For each of the five concept areas, participants 
were asked to: 1) provide definitions, 2) list information needed by FCS educators, 3) identify missing 
competencies, and 4) determine if certain competencies should be placed under a different concept 
area. Since this was a qualitative study and the interpretation of responses could be subject to 
researcher bias, a data analysis protocol was developed. Five (83%) of the participants selected 
responded to the HD survey. Several key ideas emerged relative to the definition of the concept areas 
and information needed by FCS educators. Responses for missing or misplaced competencies were 
more varied. Results from this study will help inform the creation of a database of needed skills to 
provide direction for FCS educators’ learning plans and specialists’ training development efforts. The 
consolidated definition for each concept area as well as the specialists’ input on key competencies will 
serve as the springboard from which to develop competency-based assessments and related 
professional development materials for FCS agents in Mississippi. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/PfzJgC2wWUQ  
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Influence of Parents’ Socioeconomic Status on Mental Health of Emerging Adults 
Parents’ socioeconomic status (SES) influences family mental health (Reiss et al., 2019). Specifically, 
more psychological problems were reported among college students with low-SES parents 
(Langenkamp & Shifrer, 2018), who also report higher mental health problems related to low SES 
(Warren, 2009). Moreover, parents’ mental health problems negatively affected emerging adults’ well-
being (Steele & McKinney, 2020). Low-SES parents also were less likely to have appropriate levels of 
involvement with their children (Li et al., 2018; Ketlyn & Lauren, 2020). Thus, the current study 
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examined how parental SES (i.e., parental education) was associated with parental mental health 
problems (measured by the Adult Behavior Checklist; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2003) and parental 
involvement (measured by the Parental Environment Questionnaire; Elkins et al., 1997), which in turn 
were associated with emerging adult mental health problems (measured by the Adult Self Report; 
Achenbach & Rescorla, 2003). Participants included 1,106 college-attending emerging adults (63.5% 
female, 75.2% White, 19.3% Black) who completed questionnaires described above in random order. 
Results (all p < .05) of path analysis (i.e., correlational design) indicated that higher parental education 
was associated with higher parental involvement (maternal b = .10, paternal b = .20) and lower 
parental mental health problems (maternal b = -.07, paternal b = -.12). In turn, parental mental health 
problems were associated positively with emerging adult mental health problems (maternal b = .52, 
paternal b = .32). Paternal, but not maternal, involvement was associated negatively with emerging 
adult mental health problems, b = -.08. Results also indicated that parental education had an indirect 
effect on emerging adult mental health problems via parental mental health problems and 
involvement (maternal b = .04, paternal b = .07). Overall, parental education indirectly effects 
emerging adult mental health problems, especially via the large association between parental and 
emerging adult mental health problems. 
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I Can't Afford It: The Cost of COVID Prevention 
The World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic in the spring of 2020. 
Since then, increase of infections worldwide caused mandated isolation practices to be put in effect to 
attempt to “flatten the curve”. Many of the recommendations require financial support and include 
stockpiling cleaning supplies, seeking medical attention, and staying informed through the internet. 
The current study examined the impact of financial hardship and socioeconomic status (i.e., family 
income level) on the ways in which college aged individuals engaged in these recommendations. 
College students (N = 401; M age = 19.77, SD = 2.18) were recruited at the beginning of the pandemic 
(March to May 2020) to complete survey measures associated with COVID-19. Results indicated that 
financial hardships were related to whether people could buy cleaning supplies ( r = -.12, p < .05), 
whether they got their information from the internet ( r = -.13, p < .05), and if they thought that 
medical facilities ( r = -.10, p < .05), the federal government ( r = -.11, p < .05), or state government ( r = 
-.10, p < .05) could help them if they tested positive for the virus. Additionally, financial hardships were 
associated with increased belief that they would contract the virus ( r = .11, p < .05) and with the belief 
that there are things they can personally do to prevent infection ( r = -.10, p < .05). Socioeconomic 
status was associated with less worry about pandemic overall ( r = -.17, p < .05), and feeling less likely 
that they will contract COVID-19 ( r = -.16, p < .05). Also, socioeconomic status was associated with 
protective behaviors such as ordering take out ( r = .12, p < .05), self-isolated ( r = .12, p < .05), and 
using hand sanitizer ( r = .13, p < .05), as precautions during the pandemic. Further implications of 
these findings will be discussed. 
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Presentation: https://youtu.be/mhf2sKwQquU  
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Broken Now Everlasting 
My thesis project will consist of photographic images that tells a story about the sibling relationship 
between my sister and me. My images will display the emotional transformation of our relationship. 
My sister and I are five years apart and growing up we did not have a close relationship due to our age 
difference. According to Reader’s Digest, “Birth order can play a huge part in shaping your personality, 
life, and relationships.” Birth order is only one of many reasons a sibling’s relationship can be affected. 
Part of the distance created is my fault because I rejected her. And because of how I treated her, it 
caused a lot of emotional chaos within her. Emotions are important good or bad and I want to express 
her emotions through photography. Now, that I am much older and mature, I embrace my sister for 
our differences, and we have a strong sisterly bond. So, my thesis project will allow me to capture 
twenty black and white photographic images that portrays the progression of our relationship. 
Photography is a great way to explore the emotions of our relationship because the ability to convey 
emotions through a photograph is what makes it strong. The use of emotions allows the viewer to 
connect with any artwork. Capturing emotions in photographs makes an image come to life. This 
project is personal because it is my way of apologizing to my sister for the emotional damage I caused. 
So, it is my desire to expose and address our sibling bond by making photographic images that speak of 
our emotional truth. This body of work is important because it forces the viewer to think and analyze 
their truth with their sibling(s). I hope this work will allow viewers to honestly reflect on their personal 
relationships with their sibling(s).           
Presentation: https://youtu.be/JQONXJVURDw  
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Ethical and Empathetic Research in Architectural Education 
The challenges for architects include designing for various clients while also creating places that impact 
communities and those who experience them. These challenges are overcome with time, design 
experience, as well as identifying the obligation architects have to design spaces with the ability to 
evoke emotional and physical connections to the space. The profession of architecture is a service that 
uses ethical and empathetic ideas to understand and shape society. The basis of this research is to 
bring attention to the topics of empathy and ethics within architecture schools in the United States and 
whether there is a need to address the topics to prepare students for the obligations and 
responsibilities within the architecture profession. Student leaders from twenty architecture schools 
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around the United States were selected through their connection with The American Institute of 
Architecture Students (AIAS) which is an organization dedicated to advancing leadership, design, and 
service among students. An interview was presented to students to gather data in order to better 
understand the teachings of ethics and empathy in architectural education. Questions regarding the 
schools’ course layout and the relevance of the topics within design studies were asked to create a 
comparison between the schools’ architectural education. The responses of the students were 
compared by geographical locations, demographics of the students, and the area of the schools. The 
data will be analyzed by identifying similarities in responses, in addition to what the correlating courses 
teach in schools with the effort to understand and apply these practices in the profession. This 
research aims to expose what is assumed to be the current lack of empathetic and ethical teachings in 
architecture schools. The results can then be used to see the possible implementations in schools, and 
the need for ethics and empathy in education as well as the profession.   
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_NlNxT2YTE 
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A Robotic Augmented Reality Virtual Window for Law Enforcement Operations 
In room-clearing tasks, SWAT team members suffer from a lack of initial environmental information: 
knowledge about what is in a room and what relevance or threat level it represents for mission 
parameters. Normally this gap in situation awareness is rectified only upon room entry, forcing SWAT 
team members to rely on quick responses and near-instinctual reactions. This can lead to dangerously 
escalating situations or important missed information which, in turn, can increase the likelihood of 
injury and even mortality. Thus, we present an x-ray vision system for the dynamic scanning and 
display of room content, using a robotic platform to mitigate operator risk. This system maps a room 
using a robot-equipped stereo depth camera and, using an augmented reality (AR) system, presents 
the resulting geographic information according to the perspective of each officer. This intervention has 
the potential to notably lower risk and increase officer situation awareness, all while team members 
are in the relative safety of cover. With these potential stakes, it is important to test the viability of this 
system natively and in an operational SWAT team context. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tgT5AqHImQ&feature=youtu.be  
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Improved Processing of High Carbon Yielding Polyphenylene Resins for Advanced Engineering 
Applications 
Glassy carbon is a special class of carbon allotrope, which is characterized by extreme thermal 
stability and low coefficients of thermal expansion, making it a good matrix material for high 
temperature carbon fiber reinforced composites. In this study, we show the synthesis of a branched 
polyphenylene pre-network resin, from bis(cyclopentadienone) ( M1 ) and trialkynylbenzene mixture 
( M2a-d) via Diels-Alder polymerization ( Scheme 1 ). Diphenyl ether (DPE) was used to prepare M1 
by an established three-step synthetic route: Friedel-Crafts acylation of DPE with phenylacetyl 
chloride, oxidation with KMnO 4 , and the Knoevenagel condensation with dibenzylketone. M2a-d 
was synthesized through the Sonogashira coupling reaction of tribromobenzene with 
phenylacetylene and ethynyltrimethylsilane in a 1:2:2 ratio. These cross-linkable m -alkynylbenzene 
monomers take advantage of the lower reactivity for unsubstituted vs. substituted alkynes in Diels-
Alder polymerizations, which impart latent reactivity with significant control over branching and 
cross-linking. Coupling this feature with high carbon yield characteristics, polyarylenes with 
controlled processability can be obtained, which allows further use in process-ability demanding 
applications (e.g. additive manufacturing) . The overall functionality of M2a-d was determined by 
GCMS and its subsequent polymerization with M1 was characterized by GPC, DSC, FT-IR, and UV-Vis. 
The resulting carbonized structures were evaluated by Raman, TGA, SEM, EDX, XRD, and density 
measurements. Scheme 1. Diels-Alder polymerization of polyarylene carbon precursor. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/F7NhyL3u-e8  
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Sorption of low to ordinate concentrations of aqueous PFOS and PFOA ("Forever Chemicals") using 
Douglas fir biochar variants 
Perfluoro organic compounds (PFCs) have been dubbed “forever chemicals” due to their build up in the 
human body and inability to degrade. A major problem in the environment is the amount of 
perflurooctonoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) in available drinking and natural 
water in the world. Even concentrations of these PFCs as low as 70 ppt are hazardous and need to be 
decontaminated. Industry, military, and many other areas have released these pollutants through 
grease and hydrophobic products disposal. One of the main challenges when trying to remove the 
chemicals is the low concentrations being analyzed and the low EPA advisory limits. This requires 
sensitive equipment and a very effective adsorbent material. In this study, Douglas fir biochar and the 
Fe 3 O 4 -containing variant were made as a waste product of large scale syn-gas from wet Douglas fir 
wood gasification. This creates a high surface area and large pore volume to adsorb as much of the 
toxins as it can. The aqueous PFOS and PFOA onto the biochar variants were analyzed using LC-MS 
detection technique at 10-15 ppt levels to determine sorption capabilities. After 20-45 minutes, the 
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biochar and magnetic variant adsorbed PFOS (7.4-14.6 mg/g) and PFOA (3.6-6.52 mg/g). This occurred 
at low ppb levels and has reached a PFAS level of ~140 ppt, which is getting closer to achieving the EPA 
advisory limit. The sorbent material was also put through stripping regeneration cycles using methanol. 
The Douglas fir biochar and its magnetic variant rely on hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, 
making these promising candidates for diluting PFOS/PFOA concentrations in drinking and natural 
water. 
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Chelation of Manganese with Polyimidazole Ligands 
One way that lifeforms defend against pathogens is through manipulating transition metal ions. The 
human immune system in particular has created a system to sequester metals such as iron, zinc, and 
manganese. For example, calprotectin, a protein found in the immune system, coordinates strongly 
with manganese (II) using a hexahistidine site. The binding of manganese has been shown to aid in 
killing bacteria and pathogens by cutting them off from needed nutrients. In this research, mimicking 
this hexahistidine coordination, similar polyimidazole sites are used to study the binding patterns of 
manganese. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/O0m3yD_2_yE  
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Discovery of Microplastics in Marine Animals  
Microplastics have been found in various living and non-living samples worldwide. Previously, the 
small plastics were discarded as a threat, but now the evidence is clear, microplastics are dangerous. 
Being such a new topic, there is a lack of research on successful isolation and analysis of these 
plastics. In this project, stomach and intestinal contents from sea turtle and dolphin were 
investigated to determine if microplastics existed within. The sea turtle samples were collected 
under the TE-12392A-3 permit, and the dolphin samples were collected under the IMMS NOAA 
standing agreement. Nile Red was used to fluoresce the microplastics and allow for the shape and 
number of microplastics to be accounted for in each sample. Every sample had microplastics in them, 
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leading to over 434 microplastics in all the samples. The sea turtle intestines had a large microplastic 
that is believed to be polyethylene, and a microplastic that is believed to be polyvinyl alcohol. Due to 
the small nature of the other microplastics found, the characteristics could not be found. An FT-IR 
and a density separation tube was used to determine what type of plastic the two larger pieces were. 
It is now understood that new methods need to be devised to characterize smaller microplastics. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWN_Y5E4NuQ&feature=youtu.be  
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Macroscopic Modeling of Solid-State Thermochemical Fuel Reactors for Solar Thermal Energy 
Storage 
This study focuses on the macroscopic evaluation of the processes within a solar reactor for solid-state 
thermochemical fuel production. The reactive material of interest, magnesium manganese oxide (Mg-
Mn-O), resides inside the reactor in the form of a falling particle bed and undergoes thermal reduction 
with concentrated solar power (CSP) as the energy input. The reduced Mg-Mn-O particles are 
quenched by oxygen deficient air passing in the counterflow direction and are dropped into a storage 
bin. When heat to a power plant is needed, the reduced particles undergo the oxidation reaction in 
another oxidation reactor and provide high temperature (1000 °C) heat. The oxidized particles are 
recycled through the reduction reactor for regeneration and further use. Specifically, this 
undergraduate research focuses on the modeling of the coupled processes in both the reduction and 
oxidation reactors using the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations from a macroscopic 
viewpoint. The reactors will be assessed in sections where the properties at each point will be 
averaged based on the local composition percentages. Metrics of interest such as the particle transport 
and gas flow, temperature, pressure, and gas concentration distributions within the reactors will be 
analyzed. The major benefit of solid-state thermochemical fuel production as a method for long-term 
storage of CSP is its high efficiency compared to competing solar thermochemistry solutions. For 
instance, the state-of-the-art solar to fuel conversion efficiency of Syngas production from CO 2 and H 
2 O splitting is less than 10%. The proposed solar to fuel efficiency in the form of solid-state 
thermochemical fuel using Mg-Mn-O can be as a high as 54% with a thermal energy storage cost of less 
than $5 per kWh. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/-JXcHbSb0hc  
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War is Felt by Everyone Involved 
The overall purpose of my historiography paper, “War Is Felt by Everyone Involved,” was to see how 
World War II affected those both at home and abroad. To do this I first looked at letters written from 
one 1st Lt. Stewart ‘Bebe’ Bridgforth to his wife. By reading the letters Bridgforth wrote I understood 
how receiving and writing letters from home got soldiers through their deployment. Even if it was a 
two-sentence letter from loved ones, it allowed soldiers to feel like someone at home cared for them. 
Improving the morale for soldiers was seen as an important factor for the United States government, 
and they took many measures to ensure that soldiers were in a strong state of mind. In Addition to, 
writing to those deployed, women at home also got involved in the war by joining the workforce in 
numbers never seen before. Many women started to work in industries that were previously only 
worked by men. Industries that weren’t seen at that important were now praised as being the 
backbone of America like farming. In the end everyone doing their part, even in the smallest form 
helped those participating in war feel like they were not alone. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1m-i_wQ69I  
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Impacts of Single and Mixed Tree Species Composition on Leaf Litter Decomposition Rates 
Upland oak forests in the central and eastern United States are experiencing changes in species 
composition that could lead to changes in fuel loads, flammability, and nutrient loading over time. 
Because decomposition rates can influence these factors, we are exploring effects of tree species 
composition on leaf litter decomposition rates by testing the rate of litter decomposition in samples 
composed of mixed or single species leaf litter in northern Mississippi and northern Kentucky. The 
mixed samples included four treatments of varying proportions (0%, 33%, 66%, 100%) of non-oak 
versus oak litter, and the single species samples included hickory ( Carya spp.), post oak ( Quercus 
stellata), sweetgum ( Liquidambar styraciflua ), southern red oak ( Q. falcata ), and winged elm (Ulmus 
alata ) litter. We placed ~5 g of litter into 265 mesh bags and deposited them on the ground in 
locations around upland oak forests. At three-month intervals, we collected one bag per treatment 
from each location then oven-dried and weighed the samples. Sample weights were later corrected to 
account for inorganic material present in the samples. After one year, the 33% non-oak treatment had 
the lowest mass remaining at 45.2% ± 1.2%, and the 0% non-oak treatment had the highest mass 
remaining at 54.7% ± 0.8%. For single species treatments, post oak had the lowest mass remaining at 
56.4% ± 5.8%, and winged elm had the highest mass remaining at 61.5% ± 2.4%. Litter that 
decomposes more quickly can lead to reductions in fuel loads, while litter that decomposes more 
slowly can lead to longer retention of larger fuel loads. Decomposition rates can influence flammability 
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by changing the moisture content of the leaf litter on the forest floor, and nutrients can be cycled back 
into the soil more quickly in species that decompose faster. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/G_kNeBBZNW8  
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Using Abstracted Organic Forms to Personify the Effects of Domestic Violence on Partners and 
Children 
As a photographer I have the ability to traverse the depths of other people’s emotions and translate 
their thoughts into a visual narrative. There are many artists who also work to tell these stories such as 
Dasha Buben who creates portraits of domestic abuse survivors to help them learn to love themselves 
again. Another artist, a photojournalist by the name of Donna Ferrato has taken a more documentative 
approach on the effects domestic violence has on abuse women and their families. The goal for my 
work is to accomplish somewhere between these artists goals for their own works, I want to highlight 
the strength and beauty of these survivors as well as create imagery that allows for a more digestible 
conversation. There are many layers to domestic abuse, which tends to evolve overtime, and I wish to 
depict these variances in an abstracted manner. Any visual medium would work well to convey this 
idea; however, I find that photography would work the best. Photographs trap fleeting moments in 
time and are often used to help people remember or to keep something exactly the way it was when 
the image was created. What is enlightening about this approach paired with this subject is that firstly, 
many domestic violence victims must document their abuse for a stronger court case and as evidence. 
Secondly, by creating a visual that isn’t as obvious to the viewer it requires more thought and effort to 
be put into any conversation that the image starts. These images will show a different side to how 
domestic abuse can be perceived and make it more digestible for someone who doesn’t share the 
same or similar experiences of the viewer. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/CwTrzqD2WOY  
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Analyzing significant basis set effects on the relative energetics of small oxygen/sulfur isomers at the 
CCSD(T) CBS limit 
This work serves as a benchmark study on the structures and energetics of the anticlinal geometries of 
X–O–O–Y, X–O–S–Y, and X–S–S–Y (where X,Y = H or Me) as well as the corresponding pyramidal 
isomers including X–O(O)–Y, X–S(O)–Y, X–O(S)–Y, and X–S(S)–Y (where X,Y = H or Me). Geometries 
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were fully characterized with post-SCF ab initio and 22 density functional methods in conjunction with 
14 different correlation consistent basis sets of double-, triple-, or quadruple-zeta (DZ, TZ, or QZ, 
respectively) quality. The relative energetics of these compounds containing oxygen and/or sulfur were 
determined at the MP2 and CCSD(T) complete basis set (CBS) limit using the augmented standard, tight 
d , and core valence correlation consistent basis sets as large as a6Z and significant basis set effects are 
analyzed. The relative energies of oxygen/sulfur containing compounds exhibit exceptionally slow 
convergence to the CBS limit with canonical methods. Small basis sets can give rise to a qualitatively 
incorrect ΔE. Explicitly correlated MP2-F12 and CCSD(T)-F12 methods dramatically accelerate 
convergence to the CBS limits for these compounds. These explicitly correlated methods in conjunction 
with a triple-zeta quality basis set gives a ΔE that is no larger than 0.42 kcal mol –1 from the CBS limit. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/VztWJ3ro0-o  
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The Trauma of Intrafamilial Sexual Abuse 
Photography has been used throughout history to confront social issues and challenge its viewers to 
address them. Photography is used in this research to deal with sexual abuse by family. In reported 
child sexual abuse cases, according to RAINN (Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network) statistics of 
children and teens, family and acquaintances make up 93% of the reported abuse. Through research I 
found that amongst family the topic of sexual abuse is rarely talked about. If abuse is mentioned, it is 
either dismissed all together or talked about once but never addressed again after that, not 
considering that lasting effect that it has on its victims. RAINN also reports that “79% of survivors who 
were victimized by a family member, close friend or acquaintance experience professional or 
emotional issues.” With this research I look at the idea of “What goes on in this house, stays in this 
house” and address the silence around the topic of sexual abuse by family members. My research 
looks at the traumatic effects that the abuse as well as the silence of the topic has on those victimized. 
This research is shown through a photographic series accompanied with text of either the thoughts or 
feelings of those who have been abused. The purpose in doing this research is to create conversation 
to deal with the issue, prevent it from occurring, and allows healing to take place for those who have 
been abused. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/FmYXmuSf45k  
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Development of Synthesis Strategies of Quinoline for Inhibition of HIV-Integrase 
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According to the World Health Organization, approximately 40 million people worldwide are infected 
with Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). While there is no cure for HIV, Highly Active Antiretroviral 
Therapy (HAART) is currently the only method of treatment that manages the infection giving the 
patient an improved quality of life and a longer lifespan. As viral resistance increases existing 
medications lose efficacy therefore there is a continual need for the development of new prescription 
drugs. Currently, the lab is investigating chemical synthesis strategies of novel quinolines to be tested 
against the HIV-integrase enzyme. Starting from commercially available substituted anthranilic acids, 
the researchers have prepared a series of multi-substituted quinolines over a nine steps linear 
synthesis. These compounds have been assayed for inhibition against HIV integrase and 
multimerization in Professor Jacques Kessl’s laboratory. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqmKuNBv-
1E&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=AmyPham  
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Investigation of Analytical Method for Detecting Perfluorinated Compounds in Marine Life Tissues 
The ubiquity of perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) in consumer products/industrial applications has 
increased their environmental prevalence in the last several decades. Due to their inertness, PFCs 
tend to bioaccumulate in the tissues of marine animals and can therefore cause detrimental health 
effects in those marine animals. Previous studies have made use of various analytical techniques in 
an effort to produce universal methods for PFC detection in marine animal tissues. Some studies 
have made use of solid-liquid extraction for pre-concentration of PFCs, but a wide array of extraction 
parameters exists in literature with no standardization. Spectroscopic techniques have also varied 
between studies with some using LC-QQQ-MS/MS, UHPLC-MS, LC/MS with QII microTOF, etc.; even 
so, no standardization exists between instrument methodologies. Therefore, there is a need to 
develop an optimized analytical methodology for detecting PFCs in marine life tissues. Our study 
investigated a previously reported analytical method to determine its efficiency/feasibility as a 
universal method and to take steps towards generating an optimized procedure. All analyzed 
samples were taken from the gastrointestinal tracts of dolphins and sea turtles which stranded dead 
on the Mississippi coast. Our group tested for the background concentrations and fractional 
recoveries of two common PFCs: perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid 
(PFOS). It was determined that the background concentrations of PFOA and PFOS in the dolphin 
tissues were 23 and 45 μg/kg respectively; the fractional recoveries of PFOA and PFOS in the dolphin 
tissues were found to be 31.2% and 47.7% respectively. The background concentrations of PFOA and 
PFOS in the sea turtle tissues was found to be 13 and 17 μg/kg respectively; the fractional recoveries 
of PFOA and PFOS were found to be 34.1% and 21.6% respectively. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/47nZw374mxc  
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Rational Design and Optimization of a Multiplex TaqMan® Quantitative PCR Assay to Detect Tick-
Borne Rickettsiae in a Guinea Pig Model 
The guinea pig ( C. porcellus ) is a clinically relevant model to study spotted fever rickettsiosis (SFR), a 
tick-borne dis-ease caused by spotted fever group Rickettsia species (SFGR). In the United States, 
humans may be exposed to SFGR that are known to cause SFR, like Rickettsia parkeri , transmitted by 
Gulf Coast ticks ( Amblyomma maculatum ), or to SFGR that are considered nonpathogenic, like R. 
amblyommatis , transmitted by lone star ticks ( A. americanum ). We use a guinea pig- Amblyomma-
Rickettsia system to understand the immunological and clinical response to pathogenic and 
nonpathogenic SFGR. To monitor rickettsial infection in exposed guinea pigs, we evaluate both 
immunological parameters and molecular evidence of rickettsiae in blood and tissues. Here, we 
describe a methodical approach to developing a multiplex TaqMan® quantitative (q)PCR assay for 
detecting R. parkeri and R. amblyommatis in guinea pigs. By sequentially optimizing primer and probe 
concentrations specific to ompB gene sequences for each Rickettsia sp. and the guinea pig 12S rRNA 
gene, then optimizing the final reaction, we developed a robust qPCR assay that consistently amplifies 
the three respective targets at plasmid copy numbers of ten copies or lower. Our assay ex-tends the 
ability to monitor infection in experimental guinea pigs as we evaluate how exposure to a 
nonpathogenic SFGR changes subsequent response to a pathogenic SFGR. The potential for multiple 
exposures is a relevant scenario, particularly in the southern US, where Gulf Coast tick and lone star 
tick populations overlap, and SFGR infection rates in ticks are often over 20% and 50%, respectively. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46q9QLO3l6I&feature=youtu.be  
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The Action of PGD2-G and PGD2 on genes in the IL-4 pathway and on those regulated by the PPARγ 
and DP1 receptors in human THP-1 macrophages 
Prostaglandins (PGs) are endogenous immunomodulatory lipids produced by macrophages activated 
by inflammatory stimuli. They are formed from arachidonic acid by the action of cyclooxygenase (COX) 
enzymes. Their glyceryl ester counterparts, PG-Gs, are formed from other lipid mediators called 
endocannabinoids when they are oxidized by COX; the PG-Gs can be hydrolyzed by the enzyme 
carboxylesterase 1 (CES1). In this study, we specifically focused on PGD 2 and PGD 2 -G during 
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‘alternative macrophage’ polarization. The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARg) 
is a transcription factor and member of the nuclear receptor superfamily that helps to shape the 
phenotype of macrophages. In our work, we discovered that the treatment of human THP-1 
macrophage-like cells with PGD 2 or PGD 2 -G could activate PPARg, increasing the mRNA levels of 
PPARg target gene FABP4 . Macrophages were also stimulated with interleukin 4 (IL-4), a Th2 cell-
derived anti-inflammatory cytokine that promotes alternative macrophage activation (M2 
polarization), in the presence of PGD 2 -G and PGD 2 . IL-4-induced expression of the M2 marker gene 
arachidonate lipoxygenase-15 ( ALOX15 ) was significantly attenuated by both PGD 2 and PGD 2 -G, an 
effect mirrored in Western blot analyses of phosphorylated STAT6 levels, the transcription factor that 
induces ALOX15 expression, leading us to conclude that these lipid mediators must be involved in this 
pathway upstream of ALOX15 synthesis. In an effort to determine the role of these molecules, we 
employed small molecule antagonists GW9662 and MK-0524 to block the activation of the PPARg and 
DP-1 receptors, respectively. DP-1 is a G-protein coupled receptor activated by PGD 2 . These 
antagonist studies revealed a complex relationship between PPARg and CES1 during M2 macrophage 
polarization. PGD 2 induced CES1- expression, an effect reversed in the presence of MK-0524. A similar 
effect was seen in the PPARg regulated genes FABP4 , LXRa , and CYP27A1 . More research is needed to 
clarify the mechanisms that underlie these effects. Overall, these findings suggest that lipid mediators 
such as PGD 2 can modulate the responses of macrophages toward cytokines such as IL-4. [Supported 
by NIH R15GM128206]. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/i9h7yTLA0Gs  
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The Mechanistic Basis for the Species Difference in the Toxicity of Chlorpyrifos between Juvenile Rats 
and Mice 
One of the most common classes of agricultural insecticides is the organophosphorus pesticides (OPs) 
which exert their toxicity through inhibition of brain acetylcholinesterase (AChE), leading to 
hyperactivity in the nervous system. Currently, there is a growing concern that exposure to low levels 
of OPs induces negative impacts in developing children. The chemical most commonly linked to these 
issues is chlorpyrifos (CPF). Recently, we observed that there was a difference in susceptibility to CPF 
between juvenile mice and rats. The basis for this difference is unknown, but we hypothesized that it 
could be due to differences in detoxification mechanisms. In the blood and liver, certain enzymes act 
as alternative binding sites which removes the chemical from circulation. To investigate this, 10-day old 
rats and mice were exposed daily for 7 days to corn oil or a range of dosages of CPF via oral gavage. 
Pups were sacrificed on day 16 and brain, blood, and liver were collected. The effects of CPF on 
juvenile rat brain AChE activity was greater than that observed in juvenile mice. In the liver, ChE 
activity was higher in mice, yet carboxylesterase activity was higher in rats. However, both enzymes 
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showed approximately the same percent inhibition at the same exposure dosage of CPF. In the blood, 
there were higher carboxylesterase activities in the juvenile mice than in the juvenile rats. The level of 
inhibition of these enzymes was also found to be higher in rats than in mice following oral exposure to 
the same dosages of CPF. The higher level of inhibition in rats indicates that the protective function of 
these enzymes is overwhelmed faster in rats than in mice. This allowed more compound to reach the 
brain and inhibit AChE, resulting in higher toxicity in rats as compared to mice. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/yCXmokKytFw  
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Collecting Source Code Commit Information from Online Repositories 
Software vulnerability has become a grave concern as software systems have become ubiquitous in our 
day-to-day life. Traditional software engineering has taken a reactive approach towards security, i.e., 
fixing the security issue once a vulnerability is detected after implementation or even deployment. 
Nevertheless, we continue to observe an increasing trend in security breaches with far reaching 
consequences. Therefore, software engineers need to address software security issues at a much 
earlier stage of the development lifecycle. As addressing software vulnerabilities after the 
implementation phase is very expensive, our research proposes a novel framework to predict and 
address vulnerabilities as early as during requirements engineering (RE). To that end, we have collected 
large amount of software vulnerability related data from the online resources such as the code 
repository named Mercurial. We created a web scrapper in Python to scrape and collect data from 
more than 30,000 pages with no Mercurial API. It involves gathering commit information (changeset) 
and iterating over them to extract the associated bug id, author, added lines and deleted lines in code 
as well as changed functions. We utilized BeautifulSoup libraries in Python scripts to parse related 
website data using string methods and regular expressions. The collected data would be used in the 
next stage of the proposed framework to feed into SZZ algorithm to identify bug-introducing software 
changes. 
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Crashing Out the Copper: An In-Depth Investigation into 1,10-Phenanthroline Coordinated Copper 
Catalysis for C-N Bond Formation 
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The coupling of phenylboronic acid and imidazole has been studied as a model reaction in order to 
map the reactivity and gain insights on the mechanism of the copper catalyzed Chan-Evans-Lam 
coupling using three ligand systems derived from 1,10-phenanthroline. The presence and amount of 
varying bases' effects on reactivity and solubility has also been studied. We have found that 4,5-
diazofluorenone ( L2 ), when combined with 1 molar equivalent of potassium carbonate, yields the 
best reactivity. We have also found that this mechanism is heavily dependent on oxygen, and it will 
halt in a red solution if run under inert conditions. This red species rapidly dissipates back to the 
nominal blue color of copper(II) if exposed to oxygen. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/yS2uVKt-5p0  
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Analyzing the Impact of Model Physics in Simulating Tornado Environments Within Tropical Cyclones 
Within Tropical Cyclones 
Meteorologists still do not have a great understanding of tornadogenesis within tropical cyclones (TCs), 
mostly due to the difficulty of appropriately describing tornadic environments within the TC. Using the 
Weather Forecasting and Research Model (WRF), two landfalling hurricanes (Hurricane Lili [2002] and 
Hurricane Dennis [2005]) were simulated over a 48-hour period during which each TC produced 
tornadoes. These storms were selected as examples of a high tornado-activity TC (Lili – 20 tornadoes) 
and a low-tornado activity TC (Dennis – 5 tornadoes.) A total of 24 different model physics 
combinations were tested (2 cumulus schemes, 4 microphysics schemes, and 3 boundary layer 
schemes) to identify sensitivity of the WRF’s depiction of the TC tornado environment to model 
configuration.  Bootstrap confidence intervals on the mean for three severe weather diagnostics, 
mixed layer CAPE (MLCAPE), effective layer bulk shear, and supercell composite parameter, were 
calculated for each of these 24 model physics combinations at the valid time of peak tornado activity 
within each TC.  In general, the cumulus scheme had the most pronounced impact on the severe 
weather diagnostics, specifically MLCAPE. There was no pattern within the boundary layer or 
microphysics schemes for either tropical cyclone.   
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VV4yKk0O1aA&feature=youtu.be 
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Enantiomerically Controlled C–H Activation of Alkylated Indole-3-Carboxaldehyde Using Ruthenium 
(II) Catalyst 
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Indole is an aromatic bicyclic nitrogen-containing compound that has a significant biological presence 
in the form of serotonin and the amino acid tryptophan. Its structure and biological application make it 
a useful building block for pharmaceuticals; however, construction of these drugs typically consist of 
time- consuming multistep syntheses. A way to improve this method is to use indole-3-carboxaldehye 
whose functional group can easily be converted to a stronger directing group such as an imine using a 
chiral amine that also helps with enantiomeric control. Varying chain lengths of N-alkylated indole 
derivatives were synthesized and used in catalytic reactions with metal Ru (II) Arene catalyst to cleave 
the C – H bond at the 2 position of indole-3-carboxaldehyde and subsequently form cyclic rings. 
Reaction parameters were explored to determine which combinations produce an optimal yield, and 
several chiral amines were tested for their enantiomeric control. We hope that successful C – H 
activation of indole could potentially lead to simpler pharmaceutical synthesis. 
Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIHF0C4ggeA&feature=youtu.be  
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Using Local Ecological Knowledge to determine fish distribution in coastal rivers of the Gulf of 
Mexico 
With mean global sea levels increasing by upwards of 16 cm since the 1990’s, there is increasing tide 
movements into coastal rivers. Given their lower elevation, rivers along the northern Gulf of Mexico 
have a high risk of being affected by saltwater intrusion. This movement of saltwater could expand the 
distribution of saltwater-dependent species and lessen the available environment for freshwater-
dependent species. Other changes include cascading affects such as increased competition and shifting 
food webs and habitat use. Changes in water chemistry and hydrology usually require expensive 
monitoring over long periods of time to determine the severity of the situation. In most cases long-
term data is not available. However, the use of the local ecological knowledge (LEK) of commercial 
fishers and recreational anglers could supplement for this missing data. This is because many fishers 
and anglers limit their fishing to relatively small geographical areas over their lifetime. It then allows 
for these individuals to gain in-depth knowledge of the common species in the area, as well as the 
habitats and ecosystems that these fish occupy and any potential changes that may have occurred. The 
goal of this research was to capitalize on LEK of users along coastal rivers of the Gulf of Mexico to 
assess change in fish distributions, as well as other environmental impacts of saltwater intrusion. I 
conducted interviews with commercial fishers and recreational angler along access points to the 
Pascagoula and the Pearl River in Mississippi (N = 19.) This was however amended to phone interviews 
(N = 7) due to constraints imposed by COVID-19. Survey questions attempted to assess perception of 
change in species distribution, and predictor variable that can influence the perception of change 
included participant demographics and age. Despite the limited sample size, this effort shown that 
some anglers have perceived change of some saltwater fishes moving further upstream than in the 
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past. The survey also showed trends in our predictor variable with older, more experienced anglers 
being more likely to perceive change.   
Presentation: https://youtu.be/nb-NofumRzk  
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Effects of Family Financial Stress on Maltreatment and Internalizing Problems in Emerging Adults   
Effects of Family Financial Stress on Maltreatment and Internalizing Problems in Emerging Adults Lack 
of family income, debt, and difficulty paying debt contribute to financial stress. Debt has become a 
staple in households across the United States, especially among single mothers (Seefeltd, 2015), from 
student loan debt, credit card debt, utility debt, and mortgage debt. One study (Sweet et al., 2013) 
found that with a higher amount of household debt there was an ever-increasing amount of stress in 
families. It is key to investigate the impact financial stress has on families along with the impact that it 
has on emerging adult’s behavior. The current study examined if greater family financial stress as 
reported by emerging adults was associated with higher rates of internalizing problems and parental 
physical and psychological maltreatment over the past year. Participants included 548 college-
attending emerging adults (aged 18 to 25, M = 19.78, SD = 1.50; 63.5% female; 65.5% White, 27.3% 
Black) who completed questionnaires online in random order. Financial stress was assessed with the 
Response to Stress Questionnaire (Compas et al., 2001), internalizing problems were measured with 
the Adult Self Report (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2003), and maltreatment was measured with the 
Conflicts Tactics Scale: Parent-Child Version (Strauss et al., 1998). Results of path analysis (i.e., 
correlational design, all p < .05) indicated that financial stress was significantly associated with all 
dependent variables except father-daughter physical maltreatment. Specifically, higher financial stress 
was associated with higher internalizing problems (male b = .39, female b = .34), higher psychological 
maltreatment (mother-son b = .18, mother-daughter b = .23, father-son b = .25, father-daughter b = 
.11), and higher physical maltreatment (mother-son b = .14, mother-daughter b = .12, father-son b = 
.21, father-daughter b = ns). Overall, results suggest a wide influence of financial stress on families, 
with a particularly marked effect on internalizing problems. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/BJ2BPkQaX_8  
 
07 
Name: Uyen Wesser 
Major: Biochemistry 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Sorina Popescu, Biochemistry 
Project Category: Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Najmeh Setareh Nejat, Griffin Emerson, Maria Tomaso-Peterson 
 
Antifungal Activity Against Xylaria sp. and Potential Biological Control Agents For Taproot Decline 
Disease 
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Taproot decline (TRP) in soybean has become one of the main concerns over the past five growing 
seasons, caused by Xylaria sp . The disease affects soybean’s root system throughout its life cycle, 
leaving a darkened and black stroma on the taproot and interveinal chlorosis on soybean leaves. TRP is 
widespread across Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Missouri, remains a risk factor 
throughout the soybean growing season (Allen et al 2017). TRP’s causal agent Xylaria belongs to the 
ascomycetous fungi division, often grows on dead wood (Sharma et al 2018). The Biocontrol 
mechanism is tested in this research to control TRP in soybean. Twenty-one bacterial strains from class 
Alphaproteobacterim, Bacillus, Proteobacterium, and Pseudomonas are screened under in vitro and in 
vivo assays for potential inhibition activity Xylaria. These bacterial strains were tested via in vitro assays 
using a dual culture method for antifungal activity against Xylaria sp.. Bacterial strains that significantly 
inhibited Xylaria growth were selected for in vivo biocontrol assays to identify potential biological 
control agents (BCAs). Six bacterial strains from class Alphaproteobacteria, Bacillales, were screened 
among twenty-one strains, showed inhibition activity against Xylaria sp. under in vitro assays as well as 
in vivo biocontrol assays. Selected strains were identified to be potential BCAs against TRP in soybean. 
This is an ongoing research and bacterial strains from class Burkholderiales, and Pseudomonas are still 
undergoing in vivo biocontrol assays. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/_1aOwL8EAQ4  
 
 
39 
Name: Sydney Wicks 
Major: Psychology 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Colleen Sinclair, Psychology 
Project Category: Social Science 
Co-Author(s): Jessica Utley 
 
O, I Am Fortune’s Fool: The Influence of Implicit Theories of Destiny and Growth in Moderating of 
Parental Disapproval on Commitment to One’s Romantic Relationship 
According to the social network effect , approval of from one’s friends and family positively affects 
relationships while disapproval harms it. Implicit theories of relationships - characterized by the belief 
that romantic relationships are either destined to be versus the idea that to be maintained, 
relationships require work - may shape the interpretation of network disapproval and commitment to 
one’s romantic relationship.  The current studies examined the association between commitment to 
one’s romantic relationship and social network disapproval as potentially moderated by implicit 
theories of relationships. We expected that individuals high in growth beliefs and low in destiny beliefs 
would be more likely than individuals low in growth beliefs and high in destiny beliefs to continue to 
invest in/commit to their romantic relationships despite network disapproval. In Study 1, participants 
included 376 undergraduate students (31% male, 69% female) with a mean age of 18 ( SD = 2.8) 
currently in romantic relationships ( M relationship length = 18.74 months) attending a large American 
university. Participants completed questionnaires using a series of online surveys. Regression analyses 
revealed that individuals exhibiting high growth beliefs and low destiny beliefs did indeed remain 
highly committed to and invested in their romantic relationships even if disapproved.  Conversely, 
individuals characterized by their high beliefs in destiny and low beliefs in growth experienced low 
commitment and investment scores when parents disapproved. Despite parental disapproval, 
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encouraging growth beliefs and rejecting destiny beliefs seems to be influential to maintaining 
relationships. Study 2 was run with an mTURK sample of 311 participants (42% males and 68% females) 
with a mean age of 32.9 ( SD = 10.6) in romantic relationships ( M relationship length = 7 years, SD = 4 
years). Analyses and implications from Study 2 will be further discussed in a full poster. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/WgJcDFifgQk  
 
 
29 
Name: Peyton York 
Major: Biochemistry 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Dr. Amanda Patrick, Chemistry 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Matthew Carlo 
REU/ Research Program: REU 
 
Gas-Phase Dissociation Pathways of Beta-2-Agonists 
Beta-2 agonists, along with many other drug classes, are classified as performance-enhancing drugs 
(PEDs) when ingested or otherwise administered with the intention of enhancing performance for 
sport (doping).13 Otherwise, beta-2 agonists are a common drug class used to treat respiratory 
problems, such as COPD and asthma.6 The detection and characterization of beta-2 agonists and other 
PEDs is vitally important in the science of sport antidoping. The research presented herein studies the 
use of collision-induced dissociation mass spectrometry, hydrogen-deuterium exchange, and 
computational chemistry to characterize beta-2 agonists, with a focus on gaining a fundamental 
understanding of the gas-phase dissociation chemistry at play during analysis. The beta-2 agonists 
studied were albuterol, isoetharine, and formoterol. Mass spectrometry experiments (of unlabeled and 
deuterium labeled compounds) were performed on a Bruker-MicroTOF-Q II mass spectrometer with a 
positive electrospray ionization source. For all three compounds, characteristic water loss occurred, 
and the other major fragments were heavily dependent on the location and nature of the functional 
groups present. 
Presentation: https://youtu.be/ljxXSaQUgLg  
 
 
32 
Name: Meilun Zhou 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Faculty Advisor, Affiliation: Meilun Zhou, Sathish Samiappan 
Project Category: Physical Science and Engineering 
Co-Author(s): Sathish Samiappan, Robert Moorhead 
 
Identifying Wildlife from Aerial Imagery using CNN 
Aerial surveys and monitoring of wildlife using unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are cost-effective 
methods to assess changes in abundance, distribution, and species identification.  The UAS can be 
fitted with a variety of image sensors to detect light in both visible, near infrared, and thermal 
wavelengths. High-resolution imagery collected from the UAS enables new possibilities that are not 
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available in the past. Manually analyzing UAS collected imagery can be laborious and unfeasible in 
most scenarios, so automated assessment by computer models is desired. The supervised pattern 
classification algorithms such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is shown to produce excellent 
classification of objects.  Building a supervised learning framework for the recognition of wildlife 
involves a training step and a testing step. During training, features of the animals are learned from the 
training images or examples, which have already been labeled by an expert (a label is ground reference 
annotation). During the testing step, the trained model evaluates the incoming image and outputs a 
label or prediction. Deep learning approaches such as CNN for detecting and estimating animals from 
aerial imagery over large areas has gained popularity in the past five years. As object recognition 
models, deep learning algorithms such as CNN offer more accurate estimation compared to traditional 
statistical and other non-parametric approaches and is popular for wildlife survey. CNN not only trains 
the classification machine learning model but also includes the salient feature extraction step tailored 
to the problem. The key aspect in animal detection from the UAS collected imagery is the 
representation of animal appearance heterogeneity due to different species, color, pose variations, 
motion blur due to animal and UAS movements, scene illumination changes. CNN is proved to extract 
features that are invariant to the abovementioned constraints. This presentation will cover the 
fundamentals of CNN architecture, open-source tools, and challenges.   
Presentation: https://youtu.be/pwch-XJ9E2w  
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Mr. Thu Ya Kyaw Forestry 
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Dr. Anthony Neal Philosophy & Religion 

Dr. Anna Osterholtz Anthropology & Middle Eastern Culture 

Mr. Ira Parsons Wildlife, Fisheries, & Aquaculture 

Dr. Varun Paul Geosciences 

Dr. Prabhakar Pradhan Physics & Astronomy 

Dr. Manuel Rodeiro Philosophy & Religion 

Dr. M. Kathleen Thomas Finance & Economics 

Dr. Hossein Toghiani Chemical Engineering 

Dr. Ted Wallace Plant & Soil Sciences 

Dr. Shecoya White Food Science, Nutrition & Health Promotion 

Dr. Ziming Yue Plant & Soil Sciences 

Dr. Xuefeng Zhang FWRC-Sustainable Bioproducts 
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FALL 2020 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM 
Winners by Category 
 
Arts and Humanities 
1st  McKenzie Johnson Ethical and Empathetic Research in Architectural Education 
     Faculty Mentor: Alexis Gregory, Architecture 
 
2nd Hailey Nickels Using Abstracted Organic Forms to Personify the Effects of Domestic 

Violence on Partners and Children 
     Faculty Mentor: Marita Gootee, Art 
 
3rd Naja Morris  War is Felt by Everyone Involved 
     Faculty Mentor: Judith Ridner, History 
 
Biological Sciences and Engineering 
1st Christine Grant Fabrication of Thermoresponsive Chitosan Gel as a Delivery Vehicle for 

Fosfomycin in the Treatment of Osteomyelitis 
   Faculty Mentor:  Lauren B. Priddy, Agricultural & Biological Engineering 
 
2nd  Reese Dunne Comparison of Compressional and Elastic Transcranial Photoacoustic 

Simulations for Presurgical Planning 
  Faculty Mentor:  Muyinatu Lediju Bell, Electrical & Computer 

Engineering  (John Hopkins Univ) 
 
3rd Anne-Marie Ross Rational Design and Optimization of a Multiplex TaqManâ Quantitative 

PCR Assay to Detect Tick-Borne Rickettsiae in a Guinea Pig Model 
  Faculty Mentors: Andrea Varela-Stokes & John Stokes, CVM Basic 

Science 
 
Physical Sciences and Engineering 
1st  Eric Million Macroscopic Modeling of Solid-State Thermochemical Fuel Reactors for 

Solar Thermal Energy Storage 
   Faculty Mentor:  Like Li, Mechanical Engineering 
 
2nd  Brady Kruse A Robotic Augmented Reality Virtual Window for Law Enforcement 

Operations 
   Faculty Mentor:  Ed Swan, Computer Science and Engineering 
 
3rd Desiree' Cunningham Effects of Fractures in Fold-Related Fault Zones 
  Faculty Mentor: Kelsey Crane Warden, Geosciences 
 
3rd Emily Chappell  Interactions of R2ab and Amidase with Polystyrene Nanoparticles 
  Faculty Mentor: Nicholas Fitzkee, Chemistry 
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Social Sciences 
1st Abbie Barnes The Impact of Parental Emotional Support on Emerging Adults' 

Internalizing and Externalizing Problems 
Faculty Mentor:  Cliff McKinney, Psychology 

2nd Morgan Bishop Parental Aggression: Predictor of Anxiety and Depression in Emerging 
Adults 
Faculty Mentor:  Cliff McKinney, Psychology 

3rd Melvin Ellis Religiosity, Family Communication Patterns, and Depression: A Path 
Analysis 
Faculty Mentor:  Cliff McKinney, Psychology 
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